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Abstract
We have designed a new symbolic-numeric strategy to compute efficiently and accurately floating
point Puiseux series defined by a bivariate polynomial over an algebraic number field. In essence,
computations modulo a well chosen prime number p are used to obtain the exact information
needed to guide floating point computations. In this paper, we detail the symbolic part of
our algorithm: First of all, we study modular reduction of Puiseux series and give a good
reduction criterion to ensure that the information required by the numerical part is preserved.
To establish our results, we introduce a simple modification of classical Newton polygons, that
we call “generic Newton polygons”, which turns out to be very convenient. Finally, we estimate
the size of good primes obtained with deterministic and probabilistic strategies. Some of these
results were announced without proof at ISSAC ’08.
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1. Introduction
Let K be a number field (finite extension of Q, the field of rational numbers), and
F (X,Y ) be a bivariate polynomial in K[X,Y ] such that:
• dY = degY (F ) > 0 and dX = degX (F ) > 0,
• F is squarefree and primitive with respect to Y .
If RF (X) denotes the resultant of F and FY , its derivative with respect to Y , then a root
of RF is called a critical point. Critical points can also be defined as the set of numbers
x0 such that F (x0, Y ) has less than dY roots. Non-critical points will be called regular.
Email addresses: adrien.poteaux@unilim.fr (Adrien Poteaux), marc.rybowicz@xlim.fr (Marc
Rybowicz).
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At X = x0, the dY roots of F , viewed as a univariate polynomial in Y , can be
represented by fractional Laurent series in (X − x0) called Puiseux series; see Section 3.
If x0 is regular, Puiseux series reduce to classical Laurent series.
Puiseux series are fundamental objects of the theory of algebraic curves (Walker, 1950;
Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer, 1986) and provide important information: They give ramification
indices of the X-plane covering defined by F , they can be used to compute the genus
of the curve defined by F using Riemann-Hurwitz formula, or to compute integral bases
and linear spaces associated to divisors on the curve (Bliss, 1933; Duval, 1987; van Hoeij,
1994), which in turn have many applications, such as the determination of parametriza-
tions of genus 0 curves (van Hoeij, 1997), the integration of algebraic functions (Trager,
1984; Bronstein, 1990), or the absolute factorization of polynomials (Duval, 1991).
Moreover, the equation F (X,Y ) = 0 defines dY algebraic functions of the variable X ,
which are analytic in any simply connected domain D ⊂ C free of critical points. If D is
included in a sufficiently small disc centered at a critical point x0, it is well-known that
numerical approximations of these functions in D can be obtained directly via truncated
Puiseux series at X = x0.
We have used this fact to devise an algorithm to compute the monodromy of the X-
plane covering defined by the curve F (X,Y ) = 0 (Poteaux, 2007). The algorithm follows
paths along a minimal spanning tree for the set of critical points; expansions above critical
point are used to bypass them. Our ultimate goal was to build an effective version of
the celebrated Abel-Jacobi Theorem (Miranda, 1995; Forster, 1981), which requires the
integration of algebraic functions along paths on the Riemann Surface defined by F (see
Deconinck and van Hoeij (2001) for instance). Again, in this context, Puiseux series are
definitely useful (Deconinck and Patterson, 2008).
We know of three methods to compute Puiseux series:
Differential Equation. It has been known for a long time (Comtet, 1964) that Puiseux
series can be efficiently computed using the differential equation satisfied by the algebraic
functions. More recently, (Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky, 1986, 1987; van der Hoeven,
1999, 2005) have advocated this approach and designed asymptotically fast algorithms,
in terms of truncation order and precision required. In our monodromy context, though,
we do not need a high precision since we just need enough information to separate func-
tions. Moreover, no differential equation is known a priori; the minimal order differential
equation may have high degree coefficients and its determination may be a bottleneck.
Bostan et al. (2007) have recenlty proposed a method to reduce the degrees of the coef-
ficients, but this leads to a higher order differential equation. Hence, it is not clear that
these asymptotically fast methods are relevant.
Generalized Hensel constructions. Cohn (1984) has proposed a matrix analogue
of Hensel’s Lemma that gives an alternative proof of Puiseux’s Theorem (Theorem 1
below). Diaz-Toca and Gonzalez-Vega (2002) deduced an algorithm that can be viewed
as an iterative method to compute the Jordan normal form of a matrix whose eigenvalues
are the roots of F , i.e. Puiseux series. But computations are performed in algebraic
extensions of K larger than residue fields (see Section 3.3) and there is no evidence that,
in its current setting, this approach is competitive.
Hensel lifting has also been extended by several authors to compute factorizations
of F in K[[X ]][Y ] when X = 0 is a critical point; see Sasaki and Inaba (2000), who
consider the case where X is a multi-variable, and references therein. This method could
be used to compute Puiseux series, if there is no ramification or if ramification indices
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are known in advance, which is not our case. Moreover, we have found no information
on the efficiency and complexity of the method, nor any implementation.
Newton-Puiseux Algorithm. This method is based on Newton polygons and is well-
established (Walker, 1950; Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer, 1986). A variant that allows to perform
all computations in the residue fields, called “Rational Newton-Puiseux Algorithm”, was
introduced by Duval (1989). An implementation due to Mark Van Hoeij is available in
the Maple library since release V; see also the Magma implementation (Bosma et al.,
1997). Our approach is based on the Newton-Puiseux algorithm and its rational version;
we shall give details in Section 4.
Unfortunately, applying a floating point Newton-Puiseux algorithm above a critical
point is doomed to failure. Indeed, if the critical point x0 is replaced with an approxima-
tion, expansion algorithms return approximate series with very small convergence discs
and do not retain important information, such as ramification indices. Therefore, the
output is not aidful.
On the other hand, coefficient growth considerably slows down symbolic methods.
Since the degree of RF may be equal to dX(2dY − 1), a critical point x0 may be an
algebraic number with large degree. Furthermore, Puiseux series coefficients above x0
may belong to a finite extension of degree dY over K(x0): For dY = dX = 10, the degree
over K may already be excessively large for practical computations. Moreover, when
these coefficients are expressed as linear combinations over Q, the size of the rational
numbers involved may also be overwhelming. Floating point evaluation of such coefficients
must, in some cases, be performed with a high number of digits because spectacular
numerical cancellations occur; see examples in (Poteaux, 2007). For instance, the degree
6 polynomial F (X,Y ) = (Y 3 −X) ((Y − 1)2 −X) (Y − 2−X2) +X2 Y 5 has a resultant
RF (X) = X
3 P (X), where P (X) is an irreducible polynomial of degree 23 over Q.
Rational Puiseux series (see Section 3.3) above roots of P (X) have coefficients in a
degree 23 extension of Q. Rational numbers with 136 digits appear in the first term of
the expansions. Walsh (2000) has shown that, for any ǫ > 0, the singular part of Puiseux
series can be computed using O(d32+ǫY d
4+ǫ
X log h
2+ǫ) bit operations, where h is the height
of F . Although this bound is probably not sharp, it is not encouraging and tends to
confirm fast coefficient growth.
To alleviate these problems, we have introduced a symbolic-numeric approach: exact
relevant information is first obtained by means of computation modulo a well chosen
prime number p, then this information is used to guide floating point computations.
The coefficient size is therefore kept under control while numerical instability is reduced.
Experimental evidences reported in Poteaux (2007) seem to validate this approach. Exact
important data, such as ramification indices, Puiseux pairs and intersection multiplicities
of branches, are preserved by our reduction criterion; as a byproduct, we also obtain a
modular method to compute the genus of a plane curve and the topological type of its
singularities (Zariski, 1981; Campillo, 1980).
This paper presents several contributions:
• We introduce “generic Newton polygons” and “polygon trees” (Section 4). The latter
captures precisely the symbolic information needed for floating point computations
and other aplications.
• We study modular reduction of Puiseux series and rational Puiseux expansions. This
leads to a fully proved and easy to check criteria for the choice of a “good prime” p
such that polygon trees can be obtained using modular arithmetic (Section 5). We rely
on technical results that are proven or recalled in Section 3 and 4.
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• Finally, we study deterministic and probabilistic methods to obtain such a prime and
give estimates for the size of p (Section 6). It turns out that probabilistic methods
yield primes with logarithmic size, with respect to the size of F .
Many of these results were announced without proofs by Poteaux and Rybowicz (2008) at
ISSAC ’08, and only for F monic. This paper is an extended and (almost) self-contained
version that includes all proofs and additional material such as the non monic case, which
requires some care, as well as a global good reduction criterion.
In (Poteaux and Rybowicz, 2009), we study how to efficiently implement the rational
Newton-Puiseux algorithm over finite fields and deduce improved arithmetic complexity
bounds. Combined with our results herein about the size of a good prime, they give
estimates for the bit-complexity of the symbolic part of our symbolic-numeric method,
as well as bit-complexity estimates for the computation of the genus and similar problems.
Obtaining floating point Puiseux series from polygon trees is not a trivial task. A first
method was briefly described in (Poteaux, 2007) and experimental results were provided.
A more elegant and more appropriate approach based on Singular Value Decomposition
is given in (Poteaux, 2008); this will be the topic of a forthcoming article.
Finally, we remark that modular methods are extensively used in Computer Algebra to
avoid intermediate coefficient swell, via Hensel lifting or the Chinese Remainder Theorem;
see for instance von zur Gathen and Gerhard (1999). However, a “reduce mod p and lift”
or “reduce mod pi and combine” method would not help much in this case since we are
not facing an intermediate coefficient growth problem, but an intrinsically large symbolic
output. Modular methods are much less common when it comes to directly obtaining
numerical results. We therefore claim some originality with this approach.
2. Notations and assumptions
We collect herein a number of notations and assumptions that will be used throughout
the paper. We also recall well-known facts.
• In this paper, all fields are commutative. Moreover, for each field L considered, there
exists an algorithm to factorize polynomials with coefficients in L.
• If L is a field, L will denote an algebraic closure of L and L∗ = L \ {0}.
• For each positive integer e, ζe is a primitive e-th root of unity in L. Primitive roots
are chosen so that ζbab = ζa.
• vX denotes the X-adic valuation of the fractional power series field L((X1/e)), nor-
malized with vX(X) = 1. If S ∈ L((X1/e)), we denote by tc(S) the trailing coefficient
of S, namely S = tc(S)XvX(S) + terms of higher order.
• The degree and leading coefficient of a polynomial U in the variable X are respectively
denoted by dX(U) and lcX(U). For our input polynomial F , we use the shortcuts
dX = dX(F ), dY = dY (F ). The derivative with respect to a variable X is denoted UX .
• If S =∑k αkXk/e is a fractional power series in L((X1/e)) and r is a rational number,
S˜r denotes the truncated power series S˜r =
∑N
k αkX
k/e where N = max{k ∈ N | ke ≤
r}. We generalize this notation to elements of L((X1/e))[Y ] by applying it coefficient-
wise. In particular, if H ∈ L[[X ]][Y ] is defined as H = ∑i(∑k≥0 αikXk)Y i, then
H˜r =
∑
i(
∑⌊r⌋
k=0 αikX
k)Y i.
• If U is a univariate polynomial, then ∆U denotes the discriminant of U and RU denotes
the resultant of U and its derivative. If U is a multivariate polynomial, the context
will always allow to identify the variable.
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• If U(T ) (resp. V (T )) is a separable univariate polynomial of degree r (resp. s) with
roots {u1, . . . , ur} (resp. {v1 . . . , vs}) and leading coefficient u (resp. v), then:
∆U = ±u2r−2
∏
1≤i,j≤r
i6=j
(ui − uj) Resultant(U, V ) = usvr
∏
1≤i≤r
1≤j≤s
(ui − vj). (1)
• If U is a univariate polynomial that admits a factorization into a product of polynomials
U =
∏r
i=1 Ui, then:
∆U =
r∏
i=1
∆Ui
∏
1≤i,j≤r
i6=j
Resultant(Ui, Uj). (2)
• For each i with 0 ≤ i ≤ e− 1, we denote [i, e] the automorphism:
[i, e] : L((X1/e)) → L((X1/e))
X1/e 7→ ζieX1/e
When the ramification index can be deduced from the context, we shall simply write
[i] instead of [i, e]. If S ∈ L((X1/e), the image of S under [i] is denoted by S[i]. This
notation extends naturally to any polynomial with coefficient in L((X1/e). It is obvious
that elements of the subfield L((X)) are invariant under [i].
• Let f be a polynomial in L[T ] with squarefree factorization f = ∏ri=1 fkii ; that is,
the ki are pairwise distinct positive integers and the fi are relatively prime polyno-
mials with positive degrees. We associate to f the partition of deg f denoted [f ] =
(kdeg f11 . . . k
deg fr
r ). Namely, the multiplicity ki is repeated deg fi times in the decom-
position of deg f . We shall call this partition the multiplicity structure of f .
• For a multivariate polynomial H(X) =∑k αkXk ∈ C[X] = C[X1, . . . , Xn], where k is
a multi-index, we introduce: ‖H‖∞ = maxk{|αk|}.
3. Puiseux series
We need to state results over more general fields than K. Throughout the section, L
stands for a field of characteristic p ≥ 0. If H is a polynomial of L[X,Y ], we shall say
that L and H satisfy the characteristic condition if:
p = 0 or p > dY (H) (3)
Up to a change of variable X ← X + x0, we assume that X = 0 is a critical point and
we begin by reviewing a number of classical results regarding Puiseux series above 0.
3.1. Classical Puiseux series
Theorem 1 (Puiseux). Let H be a squarefree polynomial of L[X,Y ] with dY (H) > 0.
• If condition (3) is satisfied by H, there exist positive integers e1, . . . , es satisfying∑s
i=1 ei = dY (H) such that H (viewed as a polynomial in Y ) has dY (H) distinct
roots in L((X)) that can be written:
Sij(X) =
+∞∑
k=ni
αik ζ
jk
ei X
k
ei
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where 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 0 ≤ j ≤ ei − 1, ni ∈ Z and αini 6= 0 if Sij 6= 0; if Sij = 0, we
set ni = 0 and ei = 1. Moreover, the set of coefficients {αik} is included in a finite
algebraic extension of L.
• If p = 0, then:
L(X) ⊂ L((X)) =
⋃
e∈N∗
L((X1/e))
Proof. If p = 0, see Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer (1986); Eichler (1966); Walker (1950) or
most textbooks about algebraic functions. For p > 0, condition (3) ensures that there is
no obstruction to the existence of the Sij ; see Chevalley (1951, Chap. IV, Sec. 6). 2
Definition 2. These dY (H) fractional Laurent series are called Puiseux series of H
above 0. The integer ei is the ramification index of Sij . If ei > 1, then Sij is ramified.
If Sij ∈ L[[X1/ei ]], we say that Sij is defined at X = 0. If Sij(0) = 0, we say that Sij
vanishes at X = 0.
For each positive integer e ≤ dY (H), condition (3) implies that the Galois group Ge of
L((X1/e))/L((X)) is cyclic and generated by [1] : X1/e 7→ ζeX1/e. Hence, Gei permutes
cyclically the elements of the set Si = {Sij(X)}0≤j≤ei−1.
Definition 3. We call Si a cycle of H above 0. If elements of Si vanish at X = 0, we
say that the cycle vanishes at X = 0.
Since the Sij (0 ≤ j ≤ ei − 1) can be quickly recovered, both symbolically and
numerically, from any element of Si, it is sufficient for our purposes to compute a set of
representatives for the cycles of H .
Definition 4. The regularity index rij of Sij in H is the least integer N such that
S˜ij
N
ei = S˜uv
N
ei implies (u, v) = (i, j); S˜ij
rij
ei is called the singular part of Sij in H .
In other words, rij is the smallest number of terms necessary to distinguish Sij from
the other Puiseux series above 0. It is worth noting that rij depends not only on Sij , but
also on H since H is not assumed irreducible in L[X,Y ]; see examples in Section 4.2.
If the singular part of a Puiseux series is known, a change of variable yields a bi-
variate polynomial for which remaining terms of the series can be computed “fast” using
quadratic Newton iterations (Kung and Traub, 1978; von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 1999).
Newton iterations can be applied to series with floating point coefficients, therefore we
focus on the computation of the singular parts of the Sij . Since it can be shown that all
elements of a cycle Si have the same regularity index, that we denote ri, the problem
reduces to the determination of the singular part of a representative of Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
When L ⊂ C, the Sij converge in the pointed disc D˚(0, ρ) = {x ∈ C | 0 < |x| < ρ}
where ρ is equal to the distance from 0 to the nearest (nonzero) critical point (Marku-
shevich, 1967). If we choose a determination for the ei-th root functions, the Sij define
dY (H) analytic functions in any domain D that is included in this convergence pointed
disc and does not intersect the branch cut. To evaluate accurately these functions in D,
we need to:
• Control truncation orders of Puiseux series; bounds are given in Poteaux (2007).
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• Compute efficiently floating point approximation of the truncated Sij ; this is the goal
of our symbolic-numeric method and the point where the present work about good
reduction comes into play (Poteaux, 2008).
• Give error bounds for the approximations of the αik and study the algorithm numerical
stability. This topic has not been addressed yet, but experimental results obtained with
our Maple prototype are promising.
3.2. The characteristic of a Puiseux series
We now derive relations between particular coefficients of a Puiseux series S(X) =∑∞
i=n αiX
i/e ∈ L((X1/e)) with ramification index e > 1 and the discriminant of its
minimal polynomial, that we shall use to define our good reduction criterion.
We define a finite sequence (B0, R0), (B1, R1), . . . , (Bg, Rg) of integer pairs as follows:
• R0 = e, B0 = −∞.
• If Rj−1 > 1, we define Bj = min {i > Bj−1 | αi 6= 0 and i 6≡ 0 mod Rj−1} and Rj =
|gcd(Bj , Rj−1)|. If Rj−1 = 1, we stop and set g = j − 1. Note that g ≥ 1 and Rg = 1.
Finally, we set Qj = Rj−1/Rj > 1, Mj = Bj/Rj for 1 ≤ j ≤ g, M0 = n/e and define Hj
to be the largest integer such thatHj+Mj < Mj+1/Qj+1. It is clear that e = Q1Q2 · · ·Qg
and Mj is an integer prime to Qj .
After a change of coefficient indices, S can be written:
S(X) =
∑H0
j=0 α0,jX
M0+j
+ γ1X
M1
Q1 +
∑H1
j=1 α1,jX
M1+j
Q1
+ γ2X
M2
Q1Q2 +
∑H2
j=1 α2,jX
M2+j
Q1Q2
+ · · · + · · ·
+ γgX
Mg
Q1Q2···Qg +
∑∞
j=1 αg,jX
Mg+j
Q1Q2···Qg
(4)
In (4), monomials of S are ordered by strictly increasing (rational) degree.
Definition 5 (Zariski (1981); Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer (1986)). The characteristic of S is
the tuple of integers (e;B1, . . . , Bg). The characteristic coefficients (resp.monomials) are
the elements of the sequence (γ1, . . . , γg) (resp. corresponding monomials of S).
Proposition 6. Let G(X,Y ) be the minimal polynomial over L((X)) of a ramified
Puiseux series S ∈ L((X1/e)) as above. Let ∆G(X) be the discriminant of G with respect
to Y . Assume that hypothesis (3) is satisfied for G. Then:
tc(∆G) =±(
g∏
i=1
QRii
g∏
i=1
γ
Ri−1−Ri
i )
e (5)
vX(∆G) =
g∑
i=1
Bi(Ri−1 −Ri) (6)
Proof. We first introduce the notations v = vX(∆G) and θ = tc(∆G). The conjugates
of S over L((X)) are {S[i]}0≤i≤e−1, therefore:
∆G = ±
∏
0≤i,j≤e−1
i6=j
(S[i] − S[j]).
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From this relation and (4), we note that v depends only on the contribution of terms
XBi/e = XMi/(Q1···Qi). Hence, if we consider the γi as unknowns, v is determined by the
exponent of γi in θ. Therefore, if (5) is true, so is (6) since:
v =
g∑
i=1
e (Ri−1 −Ri)Bi
e
=
g∑
i=1
Bi(Ri−1 −Ri).
In order to prove (5), we proceed by induction on g. For each positive integer r let δr
be the discriminant of Xr − 1, that is δr = ±rr.
If g = 1, the expansion of ∆G in increasing fractional powers of X is:
∆G =
∏
0≤i,j≤e−1
i6=j
(
γg(ζ
Mgi
e − ζMgje )XMg/Qg + · · ·
)
= γe(e−1)g
 ∏
0≤i,j≤e−1
i6=j
(ζMgie − ζMgje )
Xe(e−1)Mg/Qg + · · ·
Since Mg is prime to Qg and Qg = e, ζ
Mg
e is a primitive e-th root of unity. We obtain
θ = δeγ
e(e−1)
g = ±QQgg γe(Rg−1−Rg)g as expected.
We now assume that g > 1. To simplify notations, we set Q = Q1 and R = R1 =
Q2 · · ·Qg. We define H ∈ L((X1/Q))[Y ] as follows:
H =
R−1∏
i=0
(Y − S[i Q]).
Since [Q] = [Q, e] generates the Galois group of L((X1/e)) over L((X1/Q)), H is the min-
imal polynomial of S over L((X1/Q)). Moreover, the factorization of G over L((X1/Q))
is given by:
G =
Q−1∏
i=0
H [i].
Using relation (2), we obtain ∆G = Π1Π2 where:
Π1 =
Q−1∏
i=0
∆H[i] Π2 =
∏
0≤i,j≤Q−1
i6=j
Resultant(H [i], H [j]).
We need to evaluate the contribution to θ of Π1 and Π2. We first consider Π1. Let
U(X,Y ) = H(XQ, Y ) be the minimal polynomial of S(XQ) over L((X)). Since U has
characteristic (R;B2, . . . , Bg), our induction hypothesis yields:
∆U = (±
g∏
i=2
QRii
g∏
i=2
γ
Ri−1−Ri
i )
RXu + · · ·
for some positive integer u. Therefore:
∆H[j] = ζ
uR j
e (±
g∏
i=2
QRii
g∏
i=2
γ
Ri−1−Ri
i )
RX
u
Q + · · ·
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Since QR = e and ζuR je = ζ
u j
Q the contribution of Π1 to θ is:
±(
g∏
i=2
QRii
g∏
i=2
γ
Ri−1−Ri
i )
e (7)
We now estimate the contribution of Resultant(H [i], H [j]). Each difference of roots in
the product defining the resultant has the form:
γ1(ζ
M1i
Q − ζM1jQ )(XM1/Q1 + . . . )
and there are R2 such differences. Since there are Q(Q−1) resultants in the product and
ζM1Q is a primitive Q-th root of unity, we conclude that the contribution of Π2 to θ is:
γ
R2Q(Q−1)
1 (
∏
0≤i,j≤Q−1
i6=j
ζM1iQ − ζM1jQ )R
2
= γ
R2Q(Q−1)
1 δ
R2
Q = ±QeR11 γe (R0−R1)1
Combining the last expression with (7) gives (5). 2
The expression for vX(∆G) is well-known; see for instance Zariski (1981). It can be
expressed as the sum of a differential exponent and of a conductor degree. In Singularity
Theory, it also has an interpretation in terms of “infinitely near point” multiplicities
(Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer, 1986). However, the expression for tc(∆G) seems knew.
3.3. Rational Puiseux expansions
In order to perform computations in the smallest possible extension of L and to take
advantage of conjugacy over L, Duval (1987) introduced “rational Puiseux expansions
over L”. This arithmetical concept is irrelevant in the context of floating point compu-
tations, but will prove useful for expansions over finite fields.
Remark 7. Slightly different definitions of “rational Puiseux expansions over L” ap-
peared in Duval (1989) and Walsh (1999). The definition given therein corresponds to
“rational Puiseux expansions over L” in the sense of Duval (1987) and in the sense of
the present article.
Definition 8. Let H be a polynomial in L[X,Y ]. A parametrization R(T ) of H is a
pair R(T ) = (X(T ), Y (T )) ∈ L((T ))2 such that H(X(T ), Y (T )) = 0 in L((T )). The
parametrization is irreducible if there is no integer u > 1 such that R(T ) ∈ L((T u))2.
The coefficient field of R(T ) is the extension of L generated by the coefficients of X(T )
and Y (T ).
Assume for a moment that H is irreducible in L[X,Y ] so that K = L(X)[Y ]/(H)
is an algebraic function field. A parametrization R(T ) = (X(T ), Y (T )) induces a field
morphism:
φR : K → L((T ))
f(X,Y ) 7→ f(X(T ), Y (T ))
Composing φR with the valuation vT of L((T )), we obtain a valuation of K that we denote
again by vT . It is easily seen that the set PR = {f ∈ K | vT (f) > 0} is a place of K in the
sense of Chevalley (1951) and that VR = {f ∈ K | v(f) ≥ 0} is the corresponding V-ring
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of K. We recall that PR is the unique maximal ideal of VR. The residue field VR/PR of
PR is a finite algebraic extension of L. Therefore, we obtain a mapping Ψ from the set
of parametrizations of F onto the set of places of K. Reciprocally, parametrizations of H
can be associated to each place P.
We denote by {Pi}1≤i≤r the places of K dividing X and by ki the residue field of Pi.
Definition 9 (Rational Puiseux expansions).
• Assume that H is irreducible in L[X,Y ], with dY (H) > 0. A system of L-rational
Puiseux expansions above 0 of H is a set of irreducible parametrizations {Ri}1≤i≤r of
the form:
Ri(T ) = (Xi(T ), Yi(T )) =
(
γiT
ei ,
+∞∑
k=ni
βikT
k
)
∈ L((T ))2
with ei > 0, ni ∈ Z such that:
(i) Ψ is one-to-one from {Ri}1≤i≤r to {Pi}1≤i≤r
(ii) the coefficient field of Ri is isomorphic to ki, assuming the Pi indexed so that Pi =
Ψ(Ri).
• Assume that H is squarefree, with dY (H) > 0. A system of L-rational Puiseux expan-
sions above 0 of H is the union of systems of L-rational Puiseux expansions for the
irreducible factors of H in L[X,Y ] with positive degree in Y .
Definition 10. We say that Ri is defined at T = 0 if Yi ∈ L[[T ]]. In this case, the center
of Ri is the pair (Xi(0), Yi(0)) ∈ L 2.
The classical formula relating degrees of residue fields and ramification indices of an
algebraic function field (Chevalley, 1951) translates into:
Theorem 11. Let H ∈ L[X,Y ] be squarefree and dY (H) > 0. Let {Ri}1≤i≤r be a system
of L-rational Puiseux expansions above 0 for H. Let fi stand for [ki : L]. Then:
r∑
i=1
ei fi = dY (H)
Classical Puiseux series can readily be deduced from a system of rational Puiseux
expansions:
(1) Ri has exactly fi conjugates over L, that we denote R
σ
i (1 ≤ σ ≤ fi).
Rσi (T ) = (X
σ
i (T ), Y
σ
i (T )) =
(
γσi T
ei ,
∞∑
k=ni
βσikT
k
)
(2) Each Rσi yields a Puiseux series Y
σ
i ((X/γ
σ
i )
1/ei). The set of all such series form a
set of representatives for set of cycles {Sl}1≤l≤s of H above 0.
(3) The dY Puiseux series are finally obtained using the action of Gei , 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
In particular, classical Puiseux series defined at X = 0 (resp. vanishing at X = 0)
correspond to rational Puiseux expansions defined at T = 0 (resp. centered at (0, 0)).
Regularity indices for all Puiseux series corresponding to the same rational Puiseux ex-
pansion are equal. Therefore, we define the singular part of a rational Puiseux expansion
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Ri to be the pair: (
γiT
ei ,
ri∑
k=ni
βikT
k
)
where ri is the regularity index of a Puiseux series associated to Ri.
It is worth noting that, unlike classical Puiseux series, rational Puiseux expansions are
not canonically defined. Replacing T by γ T in Ri(T ) = (Xi(T ), Yi(T )) with γ chosen
in the coefficient field of Ri yields another rational Puiseux expansion corresponding to
the same place. The choice of γi can have dramatic consequences on coefficient size and
algorithm performance; see Section 6.3 for more comments.
4. The Newton-Puiseux algorithm
In this section, we focus on Duval’s variant of Newton-Puiseux’s algorithm to compute
singular parts of rational Puiseux expansions, and view as a particular case the classical
version that computes Puiseux series. Both methods are used by our symbolic-numeric
strategy: Duval’s rational method is used for finite fields, while the numeric part is based
on the classical algorithm. We also explain how coefficients computed by the two methods
are related; this will prove useful to understand modular reduction of rational Puiseux
expansions.
Newton polygons and characteristic polynomials are the crucial tools. We first re-
call well-known definitions and introduce a variant that will prove more convenient and
powerful. Throughout the section, L stands again for a field of characteristic p ≥ 0.
4.1. Generic Newton polygons and characteristic polynomials
Assume that H(X,Y ) =
∑
i,j aijX
jY i is a polynomial of L[[X ]][Y ] satisfying charac-
teristic condition (3) and H(0, Y ) 6= 0. The Newton polygon of H is classically defined
as follow:
Definition 12. For each pair (i, j) of Supp(H) = {(i, j) ∈ N2 | aij 6= 0}, define Qij =
{(i′, j′) ∈ R2 | i′ ≥ i and j′ ≥ j}. The Newton Polygon N (H) of H is the set of finite
edges of the convex hull H of Q(H) = ∪(i,j)∈Supp(H)Qij .
In particular, vertical and horizontal edges of H, which are infinite, do not belong
to N (H) and slopes of N (H) edges are all negative. If I(H) denotes the nonnegative
integer vY (H(0, Y )), we can alternatively describe the Newton polygon as follow:
• If H(X, 0) 6= 0, N (H) is formed by the sequence of edges of H joining (0, vX(H(X, 0)))
to (I(H), 0).
• If H(X, 0) = 0, (0, vX(H(X, 0))) is replaced by the leftmost point of H with smallest
j-coordinate.
The Newton polygon may consist of a single point. For instance H(X,Y ) = Y yields the
trivial polygon (1, 0).
We now introduce a slightly different object, that we call generic Newton polygon for
reasons explained in Remark 27. This variant allows a homogeneous treatment of finite
series, clearer specifications for algorithms and simplifies wording and proofs of results
regarding modular reduction.
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Definition 13. The generic Newton polygon GN (H) is obtained by restricting N (H)
to edges with slope no less than −1 and by joining the leftmost remaining point to the
vertical axis with an edge of slope −1.
In other words, we add a fictitious point (0, j0) to Supp(H) so as to mask edges with
slope less than -1.
Example 14. Consider H1(X,Y ) = Y
7+XY 5+XY 4+(X4+X2)Y 3+X2Y 2+X6. In
Figure 1, the support of H1 is represented by crosses, GN (H1) is drawn with plain lines
while the masked edge of N (H1) is represented by a dotted line.
Example 15. Consider H2(X,Y ) = Y
8 + (X2 +X)Y 5 + (X4 +X2)Y 3 +X3Y 2 +X6
and Figure 1 again. The edge with slope -1 is prolongated until the vertical axis.
Example 16. Assume that H3(X,Y ) = Y . Then GN (H3) consists of a unique edge
joining (0, 1) to (1, 0).
Remark 17. Mark Van Hoeij pointed out to us that his implementation of the Newton-
Puiseux algorithm, available since Maple V.5 (algcurves[puiseux]), implicitely uses the
concept of generic polygons. His motivation was to improve efficiency: At each recursive
step, it is possible to compute modulo a well-chosen power of X so as to precisely obtain
the generic polygon of the next step. This program was developed to compute integral
bases (van Hoeij, 1994), but this implementation technique has not been published.
Generic Newton polygons enable us to compute Puiseux series that vanish at X = 0.
To compute all Puiseux series of F above 0, the first stage of the algorithm requires a
special treatment: Edges with positive slopes must be taken into account and edges with
negative slopes must now be “hidden” by an horizontal edge.
Definition 18. The exceptional Newton polygon EN (H) is the lower part of the convex
hull of Supp(H) ∪ {(0, 0)}.
0
1
2
4
6
742 0
1
2
3
5
6
2 3 5 8
GN (H1) versus N (H1) GN (H2) versus N (H2)
Fig. 1. Generic versus classical polygons
12
01
2
3 5 8
3
7
4
1
Fig. 2. EN (H4) versus N (H4)
In other words, it consists of the edge [(0, 0), (I(H), 0)], followed by a sequence of edges
with positive slopes that join (I(H), 0) to (dY (H), vX(lcY (H)). In particular, EN (H) =
[(0, 0), (dY (H), 0)] if H is monic.
Example 19. Let H4(X,Y ) = X
4Y 8 + (X3 +X2 +X)Y 5 + (1 +X2)Y 3 +X3Y +X7.
In picture 2, EN (H4) is drawn with plain lines while the masked edges of N (H4) are
represented by dotted lines.
To an edge ∆ of GN (H) (resp. N (H), EN (H)) corresponds three integers q, m and
l with q > 0, q and m coprime, such that ∆ is on the line q j + mi = l. If ∆ is the
horizontal edge of EN (H), m = l = 0 and we choose q = 1.
Definition 20. We define the characteristic polynomial φ∆:
φ∆(T ) =
∑
(i,j)∈∆
aijT
i−i0
q
where i0 is the smallest value of i such that (i, j) belongs to ∆.
Note that if N (H) is used, φ∆(T ) cannot vanish at T = 0, while GN (H) and EN (H)
allow such cancellation if ∆ is a fictitious edge (or contain a fictitious part). In this case,
the multiplicity of 0 as a root of φ∆(T ) is the length of the fictitious edge (or portion of
edge) added.
The next two lemmas recall the relation between Newton polygons of H and Newton
polygons of its factors in L[[X ]][Y ]:
Lemma 21. If H is an irreducible polynomial of L[[X ]][Y ] and H(0, 0) = 0, then GN (H)
has a unique edge ∆. Moreover, if L is algebraically closed, φ∆ has a unique root.
Proof. This is well-known for classical Newton polygons (Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer, 1986).
The extension to generic polygons is straightforward. 2
Lemma 22. Let H1 and H2 be elements of L[[X ]][Y ]. Then, GN (H1H2) results from
joining together the different edges of GN (H1) and GN (H2), suitably translated. More-
over, the characteristic polynomial of an edge ∆ with slope −m/q of GN (H1H2) is the
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product of the characteristic polynomials associated with edges of GN (H1) and GN (H2)
with slope −m/q. In particular, if H1(0, 0) 6= 0, so that GN (H1) is reduced to the point
(0, 0), then GN (H1H2) = GN (H2).
Proof. For classical Newton polygons, see Brieskorn and Kno¨rrer (1986). For generic
Newton polygons, proceed as follow: If necessary, add a monomial cXn1 (resp. cXn2) to
H1 (resp. H2), where c is an indeterminate, so that GN (Hi) = N (Hi). Then, apply the
result for the classical case and set c = 0 to recover GN (H1H2). 2
4.2. Rational Newton-Puiseux Algorithm
Duval’s algorithm below performs successive changes of variables, determined by
triplets (q,m, l) and roots of φ∆; see Section 4.1. It returns a set of triplets
{(Gi(X,Y ), Pi(X), Qi(X,Y ))}1≤i≤r
such that:
• Gi ∈ L[X,Y ],
• Pi(X) is a monomial of the form λiXei ,
• Qi(X,Y ) = Q0i(X) + Y Xri , where ri is the regularity index of the expansion and
(Pi(T ), Q0i(T )) is the singular part of a parametrization of F ,
• There exist integers Li such that Gi(X,Y ) = F (Pi(X), Qi(X,Y ))/XLi , Gi(0, 0) = 0
and GiY (0, 0) 6= 0.
By the formal Implicit Function Theorem, the latter conditions ensure that there exists
a unique power series S such that Gi(X,S(X)) = 0 and S(0) = 0. The corresponding
parametrization o F is therefore Ri(T ) = (Pi(T ), Qi(T, S(T ))). The power series S can
be computed using “fast” techniques (Kung and Traub, 1978). It may also happen that
Y divides Gi, in which case the expansion is finite. Therefore, we will consider that such
a triplet represents a rational Puiseux expansion.
We need two auxiliary algorithms, for which we only provide specifications:
Algorithm Factor(L,φ)
Input:
L : A field.
φ : A univariate polynomial in L[T ].
Output: A set of pairs {(φi, ki)}i so that φi is irreducible in L[T ] and φ =
∏
i φ
ki
i .
Algorithm Be´zout(q,m)
Input:
q,m : Two positive integers.
Output: A pair of integers (u, v) such that u q−mv = 1, with (u, v) = (1, 0) when q = 1.
The first (non recursive) call to the main function below must be treated differently
since EN (H) must be used instead of GN (H), in order to treat expansions not defined
at X = 0 and for reasons explained in Section 5.2. We assume that a mechanism is
available to distinguish the initial call from recursive calls; adding a Boolean argument
would work.
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Algorithm RNPuiseux(L,H)
Input:
L : A field of characteristic p ≥ 0.
H : A squarefree polynomial in L[X,Y ] with dY (H) ≥ 2 and H(0, Y ) 6= 0.
H satisfies the characteristic condition (3).
Output: A set of triplets {[Gi, Pi, Qi]}i, which form a set of representatives for:
- L-rational Puiseux expansions of H above 0 for the initial call,
- L-rational Puiseux expansions of H centered at (0, 0) for recursive calls.
Begin
If in a recursive call then
N ← GN (H)
If I(H) = 1 then Return {[H,X, Y ]} End
else
N ← EN (H)
End
R ← {}
For each side ∆ of N do
Compute q, m, l and φ∆
(u, v)← Be´zout(q,m)
For each (f, k) in Factor(L, φ∆) do
ξ ← Any root of f
H0(X,Y )← H(ξvXq, Xm(ξu + Y ))/X l
For each [G,P,Q] in RNPuiseux(L(ξ), H) do
R ← R ∪ {[G, ξv P q, Pm(ξu +Q)]}
End
End
End
Return R
End.
Since generic polygons are used, when q = 1, ξ may be null; in this case, the specific
choice of (u, v) = (1, 0) in Be´zout ensures that the first variable of H is not cancelled
and that no division by zero occurs.
Replacing L by L and (u, v) by (1/q, 0) in RNPuiseux, one obtains an instance of the
classical algorithm (Walker, 1950), where only one representative of each cycle is returned
and conjugacy over the ground field is not taken into account; we call it CNPuiseux. In
this case, factors f of φ∆ have degree 1 and CNPuiseux runs through all roots of φ∆.
Duval (1989) suggested that the D5 system (Della Dora et al., 1985) should be used to
avoid factorization. In our case, though, since efficient algorithms are known for factoring
polynomials over finite fields, and small primes p can be used (see Section 5), factoriza-
tion does not dominate the complexity of our symbolic-numeric method (Poteaux and
Rybowicz, 2009; Poteaux, 2008).
Example 23. Set F (X,Y ) = (Y 3 − X5)(X2Y 3 − 1) ∈ Q[X,Y ]. Applying RNPuiseux
yields two triplets:
(P1, Q1) = (X
3, X−2(1 + Y )) = (X3, X−2 +X−2Y )
(P2, Q2) = (X
3, X0(0 +X3(0 +X2(1 + Y ))) = (X3, X5 +X5Y )
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The first null coefficient of Q2(X,Y ) comes from the horizontal edge of the exceptional
polygon [(0, 0), (0, 3), (2, 6)]. The second one correspond to the fictious edge of GN (F )
introduced at the first recursive call. This may seem inefficient, but these tricks have no
impact on the complexity and clarifies arguments in Section 5. In practice, one may still
use classical Newton polygons if necessary.
Example 24. Consider F (X,Y ) = (Y − 1 − 2X −X2)(Y − 1 − 2X −X7) ∈ Q[X,Y ].
We obtain two triplets with:
(P1, Q1) = (X,X
0(1 +X(2 +X(1 + Y ))) = (X, 1 + 2X +X2 +X2Y )
(P2, Q2) = (X,X
0(1 +X(2 +X(0 + Y ))) = (X, 1 + 2X +X2Y )
Note that the generic Newton polygon allows to obtain immediately the regularity index
of the series X+X7 in F , which is 2. The classical polygon does not provide directly this
information; this causes difficulties to describe precisely the ouput of Duval’s algorithm.
Example 25. Let F be the product of the minimal polynomials over Q(X) of the series
X5/6 +X and X5/6 +X11/12. We obtain two triplets with:
(P1, Q1) = (X
6, X0(0 +X5(1 +X(1 + Y )))) = (X6, X5 +X6 +X6Y )
(P2, Q2) = (X
12, X0(0 +X10(1 +X(1 + Y )))) = (X12, X10 +X11 +X11Y )
The regularity indices in F are indeed 6 and 11.
Example 26. Let F (X,Y ) = (Y 2 − 2X3)(Y 2 − 2X2)(Y 3 − 2X) ∈ Q[X,Y ]. Applying
RNPuiseux over Q yields three expansions:
(P1, Q1) = (2X
2, X0(0 + 2X2(0 +X(2 + Y )))) = (2X2, 4X3 + 2X3Y )
(P2, Q2) = (4X
3, X0(0 +X(2 + Y ))) = (4X3, 2X + 2XY )
(P3, Q3) = (X,X
0(0 +X(
√
2 + Y ))) = (X,
√
2X +XY )
The first two expansions have residue field Q and ramification index 2 and 3. The third
one corresponds to a place with residue field isomorphic to Q(
√
2). Applying RNPuiseux
over Q(
√
2) will result in one more expansion:
(P4, Q4) = (X,X
0(0 +X(−
√
2 + Y ))) = (X,−
√
2X +XY ).
Finally, applying CNPuiseux gives:
(P1, Q1) = (X
2,
√
2X3 +
√
2
2
X3Y )
(P2, Q2) = (X
3,
3
√
2X +
3
√
2XY )
(P3, Q3) = (X,
√
2X +XY )
(P4, Q4) = (X,−
√
2X +XY )
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In the first two expansions, unecessary algebraic extensions are introduced. The last two
expansions show that conjugacy over Q is not taken into account.
Remark 27. For any irreducible F (X,Y ) ∈ L[[X ]][Y ], at each step of RNPuiseux, the
polygon N has exactly one edge and the characteristic polynomial has a unique root.
Moreover, the sequence of generic Newton polygons encountered depends only on the
characteristic terms of the Puiseux series (see Section 3.2), and not on the other terms.
In this sense, these polygons are truly “generic”, since all polynomials with the same
characteristic yield the same sequence of generic polygons.
For floating point computation, CNPuiseux should be used since conjugagy over L is
meaningless. Although it is not the topic of this paper, we briefly explain our symbolic-
numeric strategy since it was our original motivation.
The data q,m, l come directly from the polygons. They need to be computed exactly,
since for instance q will contribute to the ramification index, which has to be obtained
exactly. It is obvious that if ξ is replaced by a numerical approximation, the change of
variable in CNPuiseux will almost always produce a polynomial H0 with trivial Newton
polygon, namely reduced to the unique point (0, 0). It will not be easy to recover the
correct polygon, since we will have to decide which coefficients are approximations of 0
and should be ignored. Moreover:
Proposition 28. Let H be a polynomial satisfying the input hypotheses of RNPuiseux.
• The integer I(H) is the number of Puiseux series of H above 0 vanishing at X = 0.
• The integer I(H0) (see the algorithm) is equal to the multiplicity of ξ in φ∆.
Proof. Duval (1989). 2
The second assertion of Proposition 28 tells us that φ∆ is not squarefree in general.
In the presence of approximations, determining the distinct roots of φ∆ and their multi-
plicity may be difficult. However, if we assume that all Newton polygons (and thus root
multiplicities) are obtained by some other means, such as computation modulo a prime
number, then we can:
(1) Extract the approximate coefficients ofH which are meaningful to compute GN (H).
The coefficients below GN (H) should be equal to 0; just discard them.
(2) Deduce an approximate φ∆.
(3) Find clusters of approximate roots of φ∆ with the expected multiplicities.
(4) For each cluster, deduce an approximate value of ξ, apply the numerical change of
variable to obtain an approximation of H0 and proceed with the recursive call.
Again, the reader is refered to Poteaux (2007, 2008) for more details.
4.3. Polygon trees
To a function call RNPuiseux(L, F ) (see Section 4), we associate a labeled rooted tree.
By definition, the depth of a vertex v is the number of edges on the path from the root to
v. In particular, the root vertex has depth 0. The tree vertices of even depth are labeled
with polygons, while vertices of odd depth are labeled with integer partitions. Similarly,
tree edges are labeled alternatively with edges of polygons and integer pairs (k, f) where
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k is the multiplicity of a root ξ and f = [L(ξ) : L]. A tree edge corresponds either to the
choice of a polygon edge or to the choice of a root. More precisely, the tree is constructed
recursively from the root vertex as follow (even depth vertices correspond to function
calls; see Figure 3):
• A vertex v of even depth l is labeled with the polygon N , that is EN (H) for the root
vertex (l = 0), and GN (H) for recursive calls (l > 0).
• To each ∆ of N corresponds an edge from v to a depth l + 1 vertex. Label the edge
with ∆ (represented by its endpoint).
• A child (depth l + 1 vertex) is labeled with the corresponding integer partition [φ∆]
(see the end of Section 1 for this notation).
• To each choice of root ξ of φ∆ made by the algorithm corresponds an edge from a
depth l + 1 vertex to a depth l + 2 vertex. The edge is labeled with the pair (k, f),
where k is the multiplicity of ξ of and f = [L(ξ) : L].
• Then, we proceed recursively: A depth l + 2 vertex is the root vertex of the tree
corresponding to the function call RNPuiseux(L(ξ), H0) where H0 is the polynomial
obtained for a choice of edge ∆ and a choice of root ξ.
The leaves are even depth vertices labeled with polygons that have only one side
Ph = [(0, 1), (1, 0)]. Note that the roots ξ are not part of the tree. Since the square-
free factorization is a sub-product of the factorization over L, the labeled tree can be
obtained at no significant cost. If l is the depth of the function call tree generated by
RNPuiseux(L,F ), then the labeled tree constructed has depth 2l.
For a function call CNPuiseux(F ), we define a similar tree, but in this case, an edge
from a partition to a polygon is only labeled with a multiplicity k because the ground
field is L and all field extensions have degree 1.
∆ = ((0, 5), (4, 1))
P = ((0, 5), (4, 1), (7, 0))
(2, 12)(1)
(1, 1) (2, 1) (1, 2)
∆ = ((0, 1), (2, 0))
(1, 1)
P = ((0, 1), (2, 0)) PhPh
∆ = ((4, 1), (7, 0))
(1)
Ph
P = ((0, 5), (4, 1), (7, 0))
∆ = ((0, 5), (4, 1))
(2, 12)(1)
1
∆ = ((4, 1), (7, 0))
2
PhPhP = ((0, 1), (2, 0))Ph
∆ = ((0, 1), (2, 0))
(1)
Ph
1
1
1
(7, 1)
∆ = ((0, 0), (7, 0))
(7, 1)
∆ = ((0, 0), (7, 0))
P = ((0, 0), (7, 0)) P = ((0, 0), (7, 0))
(7) (7)
Fig. 3. Polygon trees RT (Q, F ) and T (F ) for Example 26.
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Definition 29. We denote by RT (L,F ) (resp. T (F )) a tree associated to the function
call RNPuiseux(L,F ) (resp. CNPuiseux(F )). In both cases, the tree is called the polygon
tree associated to the function call.
It turns out that T (F ) is precisely the symbolic information required for our symbolic-
numeric method (Poteaux, 2007, 2008) and applications mentioned in Section 1.
Proposition 30. The tree T (F ) can easily be obtained from RT (L,F ) as follow: dupli-
cate f times each edge labeled (k, f) (together with the sub-tree rooted at this edge) and
replace tag (k, f) by tag k.
Proof. Trivials, since T (F ) = RT (L,F ); see Section 4.4. 2
This process is illustrated in Figure 3.
4.4. From classical Puiseux series to rational Puiseux expansions
Following Duval (1989), we remark that Newton polygons and root multiplicities ob-
tained along the computation with RNPuiseux or CNPuiseux are the same. This remark
easily extends if generic Newton polygons are used. However, in general, nonzero roots
of characteristic polynomials obtained with the two algorithms differ.
Studying relations between coefficients of rational Puiseux expansions and classical
coefficients has a number of benefits: it provides a better understanding of the rational
algorithm, insight about the coefficient growth and a reduction criterion for rational
Puiseux expansions (see Theorem 43).
Let (ξ1,m1, q1) . . . (ξh,mh, qh) be the sequence of triplets encountered along the com-
putation of a single rational Puiseux expansion using RNPuiseux, where ξi is a root of the
i-the characteristic polynomial and −mi/qi is the slope of an edge of the corresponding
generic Newton Polygon. We denote by (ui, vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ h the pairs of integers returned
by the Be´zout algorithm.
On the other hand, let (α1,m1, q1) . . . (αh,mh, qh) be the sequence of triplets encoun-
tered along the computation of a classical Puiseux series using CNPuiseux. Here, αi is a
qi-th root of the i-th characteristic polynomial. The output of CNPuiseux is:
P (X) = Xq1q2···qh = Xe
Q(X,Y ) = Xm1q2···qh(α1 +X
m2q3···qh(α2 + · · ·+Xmh(αh + Y ) · · · ))
so that an element of the corresponding cycle can be written:
S(X) = X
m1
q1 (α1 +X
m2
q1q2 (α2 + · · ·+X
mh
q1q2···qh (αh + · · · ) · · · )) (8)
Since we have used generic and exceptional Newton polygons, some of the ξi and αi
may be null. If ξi = αi = 0, we have qi = 1 because ξi is associated with an edge of slope
-1 or 0 and therefore, vi = 0 (see procedure Be´zout). In the sequel, we define 0
0 = 1 so
that ξvii = α
vi
i = 1 and all expressions involved make sense and are correct.
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Proposition 31. There exists a classical Puiseux series as above and a set of integers
{eij}1≤j<i≤h such that:
ξi = α
qi
i
i−1∏
j=1
α
vjeij
j .
Proof. We setX0 = X , Y0 = Y , and consider transformations performed by RNPuiseux:
Xi−1 = ξ
vi
i X
qi
i
Yi−1 = X
mi
i (ξ
ui
i + Yi)
We define (any choice of e-th root is acceptable):
µi =
i∏
j=1
ξ
−
vj
qjqj+1 ···qi
j 1 ≤ i ≤ h,
so that we can write:
Xi = µiX
1
q1q2...qi .
The truncated series computed by algorithm RNPuiseux can be expressed as follow:
Q(X, 0) = Xm11 (ξ
u1
1 +X
m2
2 (ξ2 +X
m3
3 (ξ
u3
3 + . . . X
mh−1
h−1 (ξ
uh−1
h−1 +X
mh
h ξ
uh
h ) · · · ))).
Using the above expression for Xi and identifying coefficients with those of expression
(8) shows that there exists a classical Puiseux series verifying:
αiα
−1
i−1 = ξ
−ui−1
i−1 ξ
ui
i µ
mi
i 1 ≤ i ≤ h
where we have chosen α0 = ξ0 = 1. It is convenient to introduce θi = αiα
−1
i−1ξ
ui−1
i−1 . Hence,
we have:
µqii = µi−1ξ
−vi
i
θi = ξ
ui
i µ
mi
i
Raising the second equality to the power qi and applying relation uiqi −mivi = 1, we
obtain:
ξi = θ
qi
i µ
−mi
i−1 .
Raising the first equality to the power ui and the second one to the power vi, Be´zout
relation gives:
µi = θ
−vi
i µ
ui
i−1.
The recurrence given by the last equality easily yields:
µi = θ
−vi
i θ
−vi−1ui
i−1 θ
−vi−2ui−1ui
i−2 · · · θ−v1u2u3···ui1
ξi = θ
qi
i
(
θ
vi−1
i−1 θ
vi−2ui−1
i−2 · · · θv1u2u3···ui−11
)mi (9)
Finally, the proposition is proved by induction on i, together with the following assertion:
There exists a set of integers {fij}1≤j<i≤h such that:
θi = αi
i−1∏
j=1
α
vjfij
j (10)
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The case i = 1 is trivial. Assume that i > 1. The induction hypothesis about ξi−1 gives:
θi = αiα
−1
i−1ξ
ui−1
i−1 = αiα
−1
i−1α
qi−1ui−1
i−1
i−2∏
j=1
α
vjei−1,jui−1
j
Setting fij = ei−1,jui−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 2 and fi,i−1 = mi−1 we obtain (10). The
expression for ξi in the proposition then follows directly from the formula for ξi in (9). 2
Remark 32. Assuming that the vi are chosen in N, it is easily seen that the eij and fij
are also in N.
Remark 33. Using relation (9) and the definition of θi, it is easy to express recursively
the ξi in terms of the αi, but there is no simple formula. On the other hand, the αi can
be easily expressed as follow: For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ h, define sji =
∑i
k=j
mk
qj ···qk
. Then:
αi = ξ
ui
i
i∏
j=1
ξ
−vjsji
j .
To conclude this part, we rewrite coefficients returned by RNPuiseux in terms of the
ξi. In order to simplify expressions, we introduce the following notation for 0 ≤ i ≤ h−1:
ξ(i) = ξ
vi+1
i+1 ξ
vi+2qi+1
i+2 ξ
vi+3qi+1qi+2
i+3 · · · ξvhqi+1...qh−1h .
We also define ξ(h) = 1.
We deduce the parametrization:
X(T ) = ξ(0)T
e
Y (T ) = ξu11 ξ
m1
(1) T
m1q2···qh+
ξu22 ξ
m1
(1) ξ
m2
(2) T
m1q2···qh+m2q3···qh+
· · ·
ξuhh ξ
m1
(1) ξ
m2
(2) · · · ξmh(h) Tm1q2···qh+m2q3···qh+···+mh + · · ·
(11)
5. Good reduction
We consider a polynomial F (X,Y ) =
∑dY
k=0Ak(X)Y
k with coefficients in an algebraic
number field K and discuss how to choose a prime number p so that the computation
of rational Puiseux expansions modulo a prime ideal p dividing p provides enough infor-
mation to guide floating point computations of Puiseux series, namely T (F ).
We denote by o the ring of algebraic integers of K. If p is a prime ideal of o, then vp
is the corresponding valuation of K. Finally, we define:
op = {α ∈ K | vp(α) ≥ 0}.
Let L be the finite extension generated over K by the Puiseux series coefficients of
F . Note that by Proposition 31, L also contains the coefficients of rational Puiseux
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expansions computed by RNPuiseux. If O stands for the ring of algebraic integers of L
and P a prime ideal of O, we introduce:
OP = {α ∈ L | vP(α) ≥ 0}.
In the sequel, P will always denote a prime ideal of O dividing p.
The reduction modulo P of α ∈ OP is represented by α. We extend this notation
to polynomials and fractional power series with coefficients in OP. If α ∈ op, since P
divides p, reduction modulo P and p coincide and we will also use notation α.
5.1. Modular reduction of Puiseux series
Our reduction strategy is based on the following definition:
Definition 34. Let p be a prime number and p a prime ideal of o dividing p. If the three
conditions below are verified:
• F ∈ op[X,Y ],
• p > dY ,
• vp(tc(RF )) = 0,
then we say that F has local (at X=0) good p-reduction. Moreover, we say that F has
local good p-reduction at X = x0 if F (X + x0, Y ) does at X = 0.
Note that if F has good p-reduction at p, since P divides p, then vP(tc(RF )) = 0 and
F also has good P-reduction. We shall use this fact freely in the sequel.
We also remark that if F has a good p-reduction, then F is squarefree and dY (F ) = dY ;
indeed, since ∆F and = AdY lcY (F ) have coefficients in op, relation RF = ±AdY∆F
implies that vp(tc(AdY )) = 0 and vp(tc(∆F )) = 0. We shall also use these facts later.
We now derive a fundamental result for our reduction strategy (Theorem 38) from a
theorem by Dwork and Robba. Let Cp be the field of p-adic numbers and let | · |p denote
its absolute value; see Robert (2000) for an introduction to p-adic analysis. We consider
L as a subfield of Cp by means of its P-adic completion, so that we can write:
OP = {α ∈ L | |α|p ≤ 1}.
Finally, for all ρ ∈ R+∗, we define D(0, ρ−) = {x ∈ Cp | |x|p < ρ} and D˚(0, ρ−) = {x ∈
Cp | 0 < |x|p < ρ}
Theorem 35. If F ∈ op[X,Y ], p > dY and RF has no root in D˚(0, 1−), then Puiseux
series of F above 0 converge p-adically in D(0, 1−).
Proof. Dwork and Robba (1979, Theorem 2.1). 2
Proposition 36. Let S(X) =
∑∞
i=n βiX
i/e ∈ Cp[[X ]] be a p-adically convergent and
bounded Puiseux series in D(0, 1−). Then:
sup
x∈D(0,1−)
|S(x)|p = sup
i≥0
|βi|p
Proof. See for instance Robert (2000, Section 4.6). 2
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Lemma 37. Let P (X) = Xm(c0 + · · · + crXr) ∈ op[X ] be a polynomial such that
|c0|p = 1. Then P has no root in D˚(0, 1−).
Proof. Assume that x ∈ C∗p satisfies |x|p < 1 and P (x) = 0. Since P ∈ op[X ], |cixi|p < 1
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. But |a + b|p = max{|a|p, |b|p} if |a|p 6= |b|p; hence |c0 + · · · + crxr| = 1.
This is impossible because c0 + · · ·+ crxr = 0. 2
We deduce the fundamental following result:
Theorem 38. If F has local good p-reduction, then coefficients of Puiseux series of F
above 0 are in OP.
Proof. Let S(X) =
∑∞
i=n αiX
i/e be any of the Puiseux series Sij . Since coefficients of
RF are in OP and |tc(RF )|p = 1, Lemma 37 asserts that RF has no root in D˚(0, 1−);
hence, Theorem 35 ensures that S converges in D(0, 1−).
We define v = vX(AdY ). Then, the polynomial F0(X,Y ) = X
(dY−1)vF (X,Y/Xv) ∈
op[X,Y ] has a leading coefficient A(X) = AdY (X)/X
v such that |A(0)|p = 1, and there-
fore |A(x)|p = 1 for |x|p < 1 (see proof of Lemma 37). Moreover, S0(X) = XvS(X) is a
Puiseux series of F0 that also converges in D(0, 1
−). We now show that S0 is bounded
by 1 on D(0, 1−): Indeed, if for some x ∈ D(0, 1−), we have |S0(x)|p > 1, then S0(x)
cannot satisfy the equation F0(x, S0(x)) = A(x)S0(x)
dY + AdY −1(x)S(x)
dY −1 + · · · +
x(dY −1)vA0(x) = 0 because |A(x)|p = 1, so that the first term of the sum cannot be
cancelled by the others. By Proposition 36, coefficients of S0 (and S) are in OP. 2
It is worth insisting on the fact that this result holds for any P dividing p.
Example 39. Consider the case F (X,Y ) = Y 2 −X3(p+X) with p > 2. Puiseux series
above 0 are:
S1j(X) = (−1)j√pX3/2(1 + X
p
)1/2 = (−1)j√pX3/2(1 + X
2 p
− X
2
8 p2
+ · · · ).
They are obviously not reducible modulo p, but the criterion detects this deficiency. It
is interesting to note, however, that a system of rational Puiseux expansions is given
by {X = p T 2, Y = p2T 3 + 12p2T 5 + . . . }. This parametrization is reducible modulo
p, but the reduction {X = 0, Y = 0} is trivial and hardly useful. On the other hand,
{X = T 2/p, Y = T 3/p + 12T 5/p3 + . . . } is also a (non reducible) system of rational
Puiseux expansions.
Example 40. Let F (X,Y ) = X (p+X)Y 2 + Y +X . Puiseux series above 0 are:
S1(X) = −X − pX3 −X4 + . . . S2(X) = − 1
pX
+
1
p2
+
p3 − 1
p3
X + . . .
The discriminant of F with respect to Y is ∆F = −4X3−4pX2+1. Its trailing coefficient
does not vanish modulo p, but the trailing coefficient of lcY (F ) does. The resultant
condition detects correctly the problem in S2; compare to Poteaux and Rybowicz (2008),
which dealt only with the monic case.
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Corollary 41. If F has local good p-reduction, then P-adic valuations of characteristic
coefficients of all ramified Puiseux series of F above 0 are equal to zero. In other words,
reduction modulo P preserves the characteristic of ramified cycles of F above 0.
Proof. First of all, we show that if F has good p-reduction, then any monic factor G
of F in K((X))[Y ] satisfies vP(tc(∆G)) = 0. Let F = GH . Relation (2) shows that
tc(∆F ) = tc(∆G)tc(∆H)tc(Resultant(G,H))
2. From Theorem 38, coefficients of G and
H are in OP, and so are these three numbers; therefore, their P-adic valuation must be
zero. Apply this result to all monic irreducible factors of F in K((X))[Y ]: Proposition 6
yields the corollary, because all integers (Ri−1−Ri), Ri and Qi involved are positive. 2
It is important to note, however, that annihilation modulo P of Puiseux series co-
efficients is not totally controlled by this criterion. If F is irreducible in K[[X ]][Y ], all
non-characteristic coefficients may vanish modulo P, as shown by Proposition 6: consider
for instance the minimal polynomial over Q(X) of S(X) = pX+X3/2, which satisfies the
criterion. However, we shall see in Section 5.2 that if F is not irreducible, our criterion
also detects cancellation of coefficients that “separate” cycles; see Theorem 48.
Theorem 42. Let {Si}1≤i≤s be a set of representatives for the cycles of F above 0.
Assume that F has local good p-reduction. Then, {Si}1≤i≤s form a set of representatives
for the cycles of F above 0.
Proof. Since RF = RF 6= 0, formula (1) shows that the Si are pairwise distinct roots of
F . By Corollary 41, the ramification index of Si is equal to the ramification index of Si,
namely ei. Since
∑s
i=1 ei = dY , they form a complete set of representatives. 2
We now show that parametrizations computed by RNPuiseux yield meaningful results
when reduced modulo P (see Example 39). It is obviously not the case for all rational
Puiseux expansions, even if F satisfies the criterion.
Theorem 43. Denote by R(T ) = (γT e,
∑r
i=0 βiT
ai) (with βi 6= 0) a parametrization
given by RNPuiseux(K, F ). If F has local good p-reduction, then βi belongs to OP and
vP(γ) = 0. Moreover, if ai is a characteristic exponent, then vP(βi) = 0.
Proof. We use the notations of Section 4.4. If αj is a characteristic coefficient, then
Corollary 41 shows that vP(αj) = 0. If αj is not a characteristic coefficient, it is the
root of a characteristic polynomial of a Newton polygon edge with integer slope. Hence,
qj = 1, vj = 0 and uj = 1 (see procedure Be´zout). From Proposition 31 we deduce that
vP(ξi) = qivP(αi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ h. The same argument proves that vP(ξ(i)) = 0 for
0 ≤ i ≤ h. In particular, γ = ξ(0) and vP(γ) = 0. Finally, (11) shows that vP(βi) =
uiqivP(αi). If αi is a characteristic coefficient, the latter valuation is zero, otherwise it is
equal to qivP(αi) ≥ 0 since ui = 1 in this case. 2
Finally, we can apply the local criterion to each relavant place of K[X ]. This leads to
the following global criterion:
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Definition 44. Let p be a prime number and p a prime ideal of o dividing p. If the
conditions below are verified:
• F ∈ op[X,Y ],
• p > dY ,
• [RF ] = [RF ], i.e. the multiplicity structure of RF is preserved (see Section 2),
then we say that F has global good p-reduction.
Remark 45. This criterion has already been used by the second author as a genus preser-
vation condition (good reduction, in a classical sense) in his implementation of Trager’s
algorithm for the integration of algebraic functions (Trager, 1984), publicly available
since Maple V.5. This condition was derived from proofs in Eichler (1966, Section III.6),
using elementary considerations. This test was also brought to the attention of the Com-
puter Algebra community by Trager (unpublished document), as a consequence of a more
sophisticated theorem by Fulton (Fulton, 1969).
Proposition 46. If F has global good p-reduction, then for each critical point x0 ∈ K
of F , and for each prime ideal P of K(x0) dividing p, F (X + x0, Y ) has local good
P-reduction.
Proof. Let x0 be a critical point of F . Since the resultant multiplicity structure is
preserved by p-reduction, we have dX(RF ) = dX(RF ). Thus, vp(lcX(RF )) = 0 and x0 is
integral over op; therefore, the coefficients of F (X + x0, Y ) can be reduced modulo P.
Let RF = c
∏
iR
ki
i be the monic squarefree factorization of RF (i.e. the Ri are monic).
Since vp(c) = 0, we have Ri ∈ op[x], by Gauss Lemma. If we define S =
∏
iRi, then
the equality [RF ] = [RF ] is equivalent to vp(∆S) = 0. Thus, vP(∆S) = 0, and so
vP(∆S(X+x0)) = 0, since the discriminant is unchanged by a shift. The last equality
implies [RF (X+x0,Y )] = [RF (X+x0,Y )], and in particular vP(tc(RF (X+x0,Y ))) = 0. 2
Moreover, the global criterion ensures local good reduction at X =∞:
Proposition 47. If F has a global good p-reduction, then XdXF (1/X, Y ) has a local
good p-reduction.
Proof. Note that tc(RXdXF (1/X,Y )) = lcX(RF ); but vp(lcX(RF )) = 0. 2
5.2. Modular reduction of polygon trees
If F ∈ op[X,Y ] and p > dY , algorithms of Section 4 can be applied to the reduction F
of F modulo p, so that the notations T (F ) and RT (Fpt , F ) make sense. The computed
expansions have coefficients in a finite extension of Fp.
The following result is crucial. It allows to compute by means of modular computations
the symbolic information required:
Theorem 48. If F has local good p-reduction, then T (F ) = T (F ).
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Note that the correspondence between T (F ) and T (F ) cannot be stated so simply if
classical Newton polygons are used instead of generic ones: non-characteristic coefficients
of Puiseux series may vanish under modular reduction, yielding polygon modifications.
To prove Theorem 48, we proceed as follow: We first show that a number of convenient
properties are preserved by each recursive call to RNPuiseux (Lemma 49), then we prove
that, when these properties are satisfied, Newton polygons and multiplicity structures
are preserved by modular reduction (Lemmas 50 and 51) and we complete the proof.
Lemma 49. Assume that H satisfies:
(i) H ∈ OP[X,Y ],
(ii) H has no multiple roots, dY (H) > p, H(0, 0) = 0, H(0, Y ) 6= 0,
(iii) the roots of H are in ∪e>0OP((X1/e)),
(iv) vP(tc(RH)) = 0.
Let (m, q, l) be integers associated to an edge ∆ of GN (H) and let ξ be a root of φ∆.
Then, H0(X,Y ) = H(X
q, Xm(ξ + Y ))/X l also satisfies the conditions (i) to (iv).
Proof. ConditionsH0(0, 0) = 0 andH0(0, Y ) 6= 0 follow from properties of CNPuiseux. If
{Yi(X)}1≤i≤dY (H) denotes the roots ofH , the roots ofH0 are {Yi(X)/Xm−ξ}1≤i≤dY (H);
they are obviously distinct. Since ξ is in OP, so are the coefficients of H0 and the
coefficients of its roots. Finally, if A(X) = lcY (H), the term A(X)Y
dY (H) becomes
A(Xq)Xmd−l(Y + ξ)dY (H). The coefficient of Y dY is A(Xq)Xmd−l, which has the same
trailing coefficient as A(X). Therefore, since the resultant is, up to a power of the leading
coefficient, a product of root differences, its trailing coefficient does not change under the
transformation. 2
Lemma 50. Assume that H satisfies conditions (i) to (iv) of Lemma 49. Then:
(a) GN (H) = GN (H).
(b) Let ∆ be a edge of GN (H). The characteristic polynomial φ∆ (resp. φ∆) of ∆ in
H (resp. H) satisfy [φ∆] = [φ∆] (equality of multiplicity structures; see Section 2).
Proof. Denote {Si}1≤i≤w the cycles of H that vanish at X = 0, {ei}1≤i≤w their ramifi-
cation indices and {Hi}1≤i≤w their minimal polynomials over K((X)). The irreducibility
of Hi yields ei = degY Hi. Our assumptions about roots of H induce that Hi belongs
to OP[[X ]][Y ]. Hypothesis (iv) implies that Si can be reduced modulo P. By Corollary
41, Si and Si have the same characteristic, and therefore the same algebraic degree; in
particular,Hi must be the minimal polynomial of Si and is thus irreducible in Fp[[X ]][Y ].
We define V =
∏w
i=1Hi, so that V is a monic polynomial with coefficients in OP.
WriteH = UV with U in OP[[X ]][Y ]. By Proposition 28, I(H) = I(V ), thus U(0, 0) 6= 0;
Lemma 22 shows that GN (H) = GN (V ).
We now show that GN (H) = GN (V ), which is equivalent to vP(U(0, 0)) = 0 by
Lemma 22 again. From relation (2), we get:
tc(∆H) = ±tc(∆V ) tc(∆U ) tc(Resultant(U, V ))2.
But V is monic, hence the latter resultant is ±∏i U(X, vi), where vi runs through the
roots of V ; since vi(0) = 0, its trailing coefficient is a power of U(0, 0). We deduce that
tc(∆H) is the product of a power of U(0, 0) with an element of OP. Hypothesis (iv)
yields vP(tc(∆H)) = 0 and vP(U(0, 0)) = 0. Therefore, GN (H) = GN (V ).
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To prove (a), it remains to show that GN (V ) = GN (V ). By Lemma 22, this is equiv-
alent to GN (Hi) = GN (Hi). If I(Hi) = 1, then I(Hi) = 1 because Hi is monic. There-
fore, both GN (Hi) and GN (Hi) are reduced to the unique edge [(0, 1), (1, 0)]. Assume
I(Hi) > 1. Since Hi is irreducible in Fp[[X ]][Y ], GN (Hi) has a single edge ∆, with a
characteristic polynomial of the form (T −ξ)m for some positive integer m and element ξ
of K; see Lemma 21. If the unique edge of GN (Hi) has slope −1, so does the unique edge
of GN (Hi) since the vanishing modulo P of tc(Hi(X, 0)) leads to the same (fictitious)
edge. If the unique edge has a slope greater than −1, tc(Hi(X, 0)) is a nonnegative power
of ξ. But ξ is a nonnegative power of a characteristic coefficient, which cannot vanish
modulo P by Corollary 41. In both cases, GN (Hi) = GN (Hi).
To address (b), let ∆ be a common edge of GN (H) and GN (H). If ∆ corresponds to
irreducible polynomials Hi and Hi, φ∆ and φ∆ have a unique root with the same multi-
plicity, since they have the same degree, and we are done. Assume that ∆ corresponds
to at least two irreducible polynomials H1 and H2 associated to the roots ξ1 and ξ2 of
φ∆. In order to demonstrate (b), we just need to show that if ξ1 6= ξ2, then ξ1 6= ξ2. If m
and q are relatively prime integers such that −m/q is the slope of ∆, we set αi = ξ1/qi
(any choice of q-th root is suitable). The cycle associated to Hi can be represented by
the series αiX
m/q + · · · . By (1), there exists δ ∈ OP such that tc(∆H) = (α1 − α2)δ.
From hypothesis (iv), vP(α1−α2) = 0, so that α1 6= α2, which in turn gives ξ1 6= ξ2. 2
Lemma 51. Assume that F has local good p-reduction. Then:
(a) EN (F ) = EN (F ).
(b) Let ∆ be an edge of EN (F ). The characteristic polynomial φ∆ (resp. φ∆) of ∆ in
F (resp. F ) satisfies [φ∆] = [φ∆].
Proof. We denote ∆0, . . . ,∆s−1 the sequence of edges of the exceptional Newton polygon
EN (F ), sorted by decreasing slope. By definition of EN (F ), if ∆k = [(ik, jk), (ik+1, jk+1)],
then we have (i0, j0) = (0, 0) and (is, js) = (dY , v), where v = vX(AdY ) is the X-adic
valuation of the leading coefficient of F .
If F (X,Y ) =
∑
i,j aijX
jY i, since (0, 0) belongs to EN (F ) and EN (F ) by construction,
assertion (a) is equivalent to:
vp(aikjk) = 0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ s (12)
A trivial consequence of the reduction criterion is vp(tc(AdY )) = vp(aisjs) = 0. We now
consider an integer k satisfying 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, if such an integer exists, and suppose
that vp(aik+1jk+1) = 0. If −mkqk denotes the slope of the edge ∆k, and ξk a root of
the characteristic polynomial φ∆k , then there is a Puiseux series Sk,ξk of F which has
ξ
1/qk
k x
mk/qk as first term. Moreover, since k ≥ 1, we have mkqk < m0k0 . Therefore, if S0 is a
Puiseux series associated to the edge ∆0, then tc(Sk,ξk −S0) = ξ1/qkk . But we can deduce
from vp(RF ) = 0 and relation (1) that vP(tc(Sk,ξk − S0)) = 0 and so vP(ξk) = 0 for all
P dividing p. Finally, as aikjk is, up to the sign, the product of aik+1jk+1 and the roots
of φ∆k , we conclude that vp(aikjk) = 0, which proves (12) by induction.
Concerning (b), we proceed as in the proof of (b), Lemma 50. 2
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Remark 52. The assertion (i) of Lemma 51 does not hold if the exceptional polygon is
replaced by the generic polygon, as shown by the example F (X,Y ) = (Y + p+X)(Y +
1+X). The good reduction criterion does not detect the cancellation of F (0, 0), but does
detect a change of root multiplicities. This remark justifies the introduction of (0, 0) in
the support of F to define EN (F ).
Proof. (of Theorem 48) By Lemma 51, the root vertex, depth one vertices and edges
down to depth 2 vertices of T (F ) are correctly labelled.
Let ∆ be an edge of EN (F ), mi + qj = l be the line containing ∆, ξ be a root of
φ∆ and H(X,Y ) = F (X
q, Xm(Y + ξ))/X l. Assumptions of Lemma 49 are obviously
satisfied for H because ξ ∈ OP and tc(RH) = tc(RF ). Denote by T0(H) the sub-tree of
T (F ) corresponding to the recursive function call CNPuiseux(H).
We show that, for all H satisfying hypotheses of Lemma 49, T0(H) = T0(H). We pro-
ceed by induction on the number c of function calls to CNPuiseux necessary to compute
T0(H).
If c = 1, then I(H) = 1 and T0(H) is reduced to a single vertex labelled with GN (H),
which consists of the unique edge [(0, 1), (1, 0)]. Lemma 50 gives T0(H) = T0(H).
Suppose now that c > 1. Lemma 50 shows that the root vertex, the depth 1 vertices and
all edges from the root to depth 2 vertices of T0(H) and T0(H) coincide and are labelled
identically. Let H0 denote a polynomial obtained from H in CNPuiseux. The number of
function calls necessary to compute T0(H0) is less than c. Lemma 49 ensures that the
induction hypotheses can be applied to H0. Hence, T0(H0) = T0(H0). By construction of
polygon trees, T0(H) = T0(H) 2
6. Size of a good prime
This part is devoted to the choice of a prime ideal p such that F has good reduction at
p. Assume that K = Q(γ) and let Mγ be the minimal polynomial of γ over Q. Elements
of K are represented as polynomials in γ of degree less than w = [K : Q] with coefficients
in Q. Up to a change of variable in Mγ and the coefficients of F , we suppose that γ
belongs to o, namely Mγ ∈ Z[T ].
Definition 53. Let P be a multivariate polynomial of K[X]. There exists a unique pair
(H, c) with H ∈ Z[T,X], c ∈ N, degT (H) < w and P (X) = H(γ,X)/c, where c is
minimal. The polynomial H is called the numerator of P and is denoted num(P ). The
integer c is called the denominator of H and is written denom(P ). We define the size of
P as follows: ht(P ) = max{log c, log ‖H‖∞}.
Defining Fn = num(F ) and b = denom(F ), we have: F (X,Y ) = Fn(γ,X, Y )/b.
6.1. Local reduction
We are left with the problem of finding a prime number p and a prime ideal p of o
dividing p such that:
(C1) p > dY ;
(C2) p does not divide b;
(C3) we can determine an explicit representation of p such that a morphism o → o/p ≃
Fpt can effectively be computed;
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(C4) tc(RF ) 6≡ 0 modulo p.
Conditions (C1) and (C2) are easily verified. We deal with condition (C3) in a standard
fashion: LetM be any irreducible factor ofMγ in Fp[T ] and M be a lifting ofM in Z[T ].
It is well-known that if p is a prime number not dividing the index eγ = [o : Z[γ]], then
the ideal p = (p,M(γ)) of o is prime (Cohen, 1993). Hence, elements of o can be reduced
by means of the morphism o → o/p ≃ Fp[T ]/(M) ≃ Fpt where t = degM . Computing
eγ is a non-trivial task, and so is the computation of generators of prime ideals dividing
p when p divides eγ . If eγ is unknown, it is sufficient to choose p so that it does not
divide the discriminant ∆Mγ , since eγ divides ∆Mγ . In practice, M is chosen amongst
the factors of Mγ of smallest degree. Moreover, it is worth trying a few primes p in order
to decrease t, the case t = 1 being the most favorable.
In order to simplify the analysis, we replace condition (C4) by the stronger condition:
(C′4) NormK/Q(tc(RF )) 6≡ 0 modulo p.
If (C1) to (C
′
4) are verified, then for all prime ideals p dividing p, F has good p-
reduction. In practice, though, we do not recommend to use (C′4). Finally, we introduce
the notation:
NF = b|NormK/Q(tc(RF ))∆Mγ |.
Conditions (C1) to (C
′
4) are induced by:
(C5) p > dY and NF 6≡ 0 modulo p.
6.1.1. Deterministic strategy
We determine a bound B such that, for all prime numbers p > B, condition (C5) is
satisfied. We first prove two lemmas:
Lemma 54. The resultant RFn ∈ Z[T,X ] of Fn and FnY satisfies:
‖RFn‖∞ ≤ (2dY − 1)! ddYY [(w + 1)(dX + 1)]2dY −2 ‖Fn‖2dY−1∞
Proof. Let Ai(T,X) be the cofficient of Y
i in Fn. Expanding the determinant of the
Sylvester matrix of Fn and FnY , we see that there exists a sequence (ij)1≤j≤2dY −1 of
indices in [0, dY ] such that:
‖RFn‖∞ ≤ (2dY − 1)! ‖
dy−1∏
j=1
Aij (T,X)
2dy−1∏
j=dy
ijAij (T,X)‖∞
≤ (2dY − 1)! dY dY ‖
2dY−1∏
j=1
Aij (T,X)‖∞.
The bound follows recursively from ‖AiC‖∞ ≤ (w + 1)(dX + 1)‖Ai‖∞‖C‖∞ for all
C(T,X) ∈ Z[T,X ] and the inequality ‖Ai‖∞ ≤ ‖Fn‖∞. 2
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Lemma 55. Define:
B0 = ‖RFn‖∞(‖Mγ‖∞ + 1)(w−1)(2dY−2) (13)
B1 = (w + 1)
(2w−1)/2‖Mγ‖w−1∞ Bw0 (14)
B2 =w
w(w + 1)(2w−1)/2‖Mγ‖2w−1∞ . (15)
If c ∈ Z[T ] denotes the numerator of a coefficient of RFn(γ,X,Y ), then we have ‖c‖∞ ≤ B0,
|NormK/Q(c) | ≤ B1 and |∆Mγ | ≤ B2. In particular, ‖RFn(γ,X,Y )‖∞ ≤ B0.
Proof. Since the leading coefficient of Fn in Y does not vanish by evaluation at T = γ,
evaluation and resultant commute: RFn(γ,X,Y ) = RFn(γ,X). Let Ci(T ) ∈ Z[T ] be the
coefficient of X i in RFn(T,X) and ci(T ) ∈ Z[T ] be the numerator of the coefficient of
X i in RFn(γ,X). It is clear that ci(γ) = Ci(γ). Since Mγ is monic, Euclidean division
yields Qi ∈ Z[T ] such that Ci = QiMγ + ci. Since degT Ci ≤ (2dY − 1)(w − 1), one can
show that:
‖ci‖∞ ≤ ‖Ci‖∞(‖Mγ‖∞ + 1)(w−1)(2dY−2).
The latter inequality gives the bound for c. From NormK/Q(c(γ)) = ResultantT (Mγ , c),
Hadamard’s inequality and trivial comparison of norms yield the second inequality. The
third one is obtained similarly. 2
Finally, we have the following result, for which we do not claim optimality:
Proposition 56. Define B = max {b, B1, B2} (see (14) and (15)). Then, for all p > B,
condition (C5) is verified. Moreover, B is effectively computable and there exists a prime
p > B with size ht(p) ∈ O(wdY [w ht(Mγ) + ht(F ) + log (wdXdY )]).
Proof. For dY > 1, we have B1 > dY and p > dY . Lemma 55 applied to c(γ) =
tc(RFn(γ,X,Y )) shows that if p is a prime greater than B, (C5) is verified. Taking loga-
rithms and using Stirling’s formula in the definition of B1 and B2, it is readily seen that
B has the announced asymptotic size. Since there is always a prime between B and 2B
(Bertrand’s Theorem), the proposition follows. 2
6.1.2. Probabilistic strategies
We now give two probabilistic algorithms to find a prime p such that (C5) is satisfied:
A Monte Carlo method and a Las Vegas one. Both use an intermediary function, that
we first describe. To this end, we rely on two other procedures:
• The function call RandomPrime(A,C) returns a random prime number in the real
interval [A,C]. We assume that the primes returned are uniformly distributed in the
set of primes belonging to the interval [A,C]; see for instance Shoup (2005, Section
7.5).
• The function Nextprime gives the smallest prime larger than the argument.
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Algorithm Draw-p(B, d, ǫ)
Input:
B : A positive real number.
d : An integer greater than 1.
ǫ : A real number with 0 < ǫ ≤ 1.
Output: A prime number p satisfying:
- p > d,
- for each N ∈ N with d ≤ N ≤ B, p divides N with probability less than ǫ.
Begin
If B < 3 then Return Nextprime(d) End
K ← 2 lnB/(ǫ ln lnB) + 2d/ lnd
C ← max {2d,K(lnK)2}
Return RandomPrime(d+ 1, C)
End.
Proposition 57. Algorithm Draw-p is correct and Draw-p(B, d, ǫ) returns a prime p
satisfying ht(p) ∈ O(log logB + log d+ log ǫ−1).
Proof. Note that condition p > d is automatically verified. Moreover, if B < 3, the
algorithm returns a prime greater than B with size O(log d); indeed, since d > 1, there
always exists a prime between d and 2d. Thus, we now assume B ≥ 3. If n is a positive
integer, ω(n) is classically the number of primes dividing n. For a positive real number
x, we use the notation π(x) for the number of primes less or equal to x. Estimates of
Bach and Shallit (1996, Section 8.8) give:
x
lnx
< π(x) (x ≥ 17), π(x) < 2x
lnx
(x > 1), ω(n) <
2 lnn
ln lnn
(n ≥ 3).
Let h(x) = 2 ln xln lnx . We first show that for all integer N with d ≤ N ≤ B, we have
ω(N) ≤ h(B). The function h(x) has a minimum on [3,+∞[ equal to 2e and reached at
x = ee < 16. Thus, if N < ee, ω(N) ≤ 2 ≤ 2e ≤ h(B). For x > ee, the function h(x) is
increasing, such that we also have ω(N) ≤ h(B) if N > ee.
Let C be a number greater than 2d and τ be the probability that a prime given by
RandomPrime(d+ 1,C) divides N . We just have to determine a C large enough so that
τ ≤ ǫ. But there is always a prime number between d and 2d if d > 1, thus π(C)−π(d) ≥ 1.
Since RandomPrime has a uniform behavior, we search for a C such that, for all integer
d ≤ N ≤ B, we have:
τ =
ω(N)
π(C)− π(d) ≤ ǫ. (16)
Since B ≥ 3 and d > 1, estimates above show that it is sufficient to find C with:
π(C) ≥ K = 2 lnB
ǫ ln lnB
+
2d
ln d
.
Setting C = K(lnK)2, we find C/ lnC = K(lnK)2/(lnK + 2 ln lnK). For B ≥ 3 and
d ≥ 2, K is greater than 4e, and therefore (lnK)2/(lnK + 2 ln lnK) ≥ 1 (increasing
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function on [4e,+∞[). Moreover C ≥ 17, hence:
π(C) ≥ C
lnC
≥ K,
and (16) holds. The algorithm returns a prime p with ht(p) = max {logC, log 2d}. Since
logC = logK + 2 log logK ∈ O(log logB + log d+ log ǫ−1), the result follows. 2
We begin with the Monte Carlo version:
Algorithm MCGoodPrime(F,Mγ,ǫ)
Input:
F : A squarefree polynomial of K[X,Y ] with degree dY > 1.
Mγ : A monic irreducible polynomial in Z[T ].
ǫ : A real number with 0 < ǫ ≤ 1.
Output: A prime number p satisfying (C5) with probability at least 1− ǫ.
Begin
(dX , dY , w)← (degX(F ), degY (F ), degT (Mγ))
Fn ← num(F )
R← (2dY − 1)! dY dY [(w + 1)(dX + 1)]2dY −1 ‖Fn‖2dY−1∞
B0 ← R (‖Mγ‖∞ + 1)(w−1)(2dY−2)
B1 ← (w + 1)(2w−1)/2‖Mγ‖w−1∞ Bw0
B2 ← ww(w + 1)(2w−1)/2‖Mγ‖2w−1∞
B ← max {denom(F ), B1, B2}
Return Draw-p(B, dY , ǫ/3)
End.
Proposition 58. MCGoodPrime(F ,Mγ,ǫ) returns a prime p satisfying:
ht(p) ∈ O(log (dY w log dX) + log ht(F ) + log ht(Mγ) + log ǫ−1).
Moreover, the probability that p does not satisfy (C5) is less than ǫ.
Proof. From proposition 57, p divides each integer denom(F ) and ∆Mγ with a proba-
bility less than ǫ/3. The result is the same for the remaining factor of condition (C5),
because F is squarefree and the resultant is nonzero. Thus, p divides the product with
a probability less than ǫ. For the size of p, apply Proposition 57 with the estimate of B
given by Proposition 56. 2
Finally, we consider a Las Vegas flavored method:
Algorithm LVGoodPrime(F,Mγ)
Input:
F : A squarefree polynomial of K[X,Y ] with degree dY > 1.
Mγ : A monic irreducible polynomial in Z[T ].
Output: A prime number p satisfying (C5).
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Begin
dY ← degY (F )
R← num(tc(ResultantY (F, FY )))
N1 ← |NormK/Q(R(γ))|
N2 ← |∆Mγ |
L← {denom(F ), N1, N2}
B′ ← maxL
Repeat
p← Draw-p(B′, dY , 1/6)
until p does not divide any element of L
Return p
End.
Proposition 59. LVGoodPrime(F , Mγ) returns a prime p satisfying:
ht(p) ∈ O(log (dY w log dX) + log ht(F ) + log ht(Mγ)).
and the average number of iterations is at most 2.
Proof. Similar to Proposition 58. Moreover, each candidate p satisfies (C5) with prob-
ability at least 1/2. 2
The computation of tc(RF ) may have a significant cost. In our monodromy context,
though, we need to determine RF anyway. Moreover, in practice, we do not compute the
norm of RF ’s trailing coefficient, but perform reduction modulo p = (p,M) instead.
6.2. Global good reduction
In this section, we extend our bounds to find a prime number p and a prime ideal p
dividing p such that F has a global good p-reduction. Thus, we want to find p and p such
that conditions (C1), (C2) and (C3) (see the beginning of Section 6) are satisfied, and
verifying:
(GC4) The multiplicity structure of RF (X) is preserved by reduction modulo
the prime ideal p defined by condition (C3).
Let S(X) denote the monic squarefree part of RFn(γ,X,Y ), i.e. the monic squarefree
polynomial of highest degree dividing RFn(γ,X,Y ). Set Sn = num(S) ∈ Z[T,X ] and
Sd = denom(S), so that lcX(Sn) = Sd. We define RSn = ResultantX(Sn, SnX) ∈ Z[T ].
Since lcX(Sn) does not vanish at T = γ, RSn(γ) = RSn(γ,X). In order to simplify the
analysis, we define as in the previous part:
NS = b|NormK/Q(lcX(RFn(γ,X,Y )))NormK/Q(RSn(γ,X))∆Mγ |.
Lemma 60. The following condition implies (C1), (C2), (C3) and (GC4) :
(GC5) p > dy and NS 6≡ 0 modulo p.
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Proof. From a result of Weinberger and Rothschild (1976) (see also Encarnacio´n (1995,
Theorem 3.1)), Sd, and therefore lcX(Sn), divides NormK/Q(lcX(RFn(γ,X,Y )))∆Mγ in Z.
If (GC5) is verified, lcX(Sn) does not vanish modulo p. We deduce that RSn = 0 if and
only if RSn = 0. Thus, (GC5) implies that Sn does not have multiple roots, and that
its degree is the same as Sn’s. In the same way, the degree and the number of distinct
roots of RFn(γ,X,Y ) are preserved by reduction modulo p, so is its multiplicity structure,
as well as RF ’s. 2
6.2.1. Deterministic strategy
We search for a bound BG such that for all primes p > BG, condition (GC5) is verified.
Lemma 55 gives NormK/Q(lcX(RFn(γ,X,Y ))) ≤ B1 and |∆Mγ | ≤ B2; thus, we just need
to bound |NormK/Q(RSn(γ,X))|. We introduce δ = dX(RF ), that we will use as a bound
for the degree of S.
Lemma 61.
‖Sn‖∞ ≤ 2w+δ(δ + 1) 12 (w + 1) 7w2 ‖RFn(γ,X,Y )‖δ∞‖Mγ‖4δ∞.
Proof. We have ‖Sn‖∞ ≤ |NormK/Q(lcX(RFn(γ,X,Y )))∆Mγ |‖S‖∞ from Weinberger and
Rothschild (1976). The inequality then comes from Encarnacio´n (1995, Lemma 4.1)). 2
Lemma 62. RSn = ResultantX(Sn, SnX) ∈ Z[T ] verifies:
‖RSn‖∞ ≤ (2δ − 1)! δδ(w + 1)2δ−2‖Sn‖2δ−1∞ .
Proof. Obvious from Lemma 54. 2
Lemma 63. Let
B3 = ‖RSn‖∞(‖Mγ‖∞ + 1)(w−1)(2δ−2) (17)
B4 = (w + 1)
(2w−1)/2‖Mγ‖w−1∞ Bw3 (18)
Then ‖RSn(γ,X)‖∞ ≤ B3 and |NormK/Q(RSn(γ,X))| ≤ B4.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 55. 2
Proposition 64. Let BG = max{b, B4} (see (18)), then for all primes p > BG, condition
(GC5) is satisfied. Moreover, BG can be effectively computed, and there is a prime p > BG
with size:
ht(p) ∈ O(w2d2Xd3Y [ht(Mγ) + ht(F ) + log (wdXdY )]).
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Proof. Since dY > 1, we have B1 > dY . Then, B0 ≤ B3 leads to B1 ≤ B4. Therefore,
we do not need to consider B1. The inequality B2 ≤ B4 is also easily verified. If p is a
prime greater than BG, then condition (GC5) is true. Taking the logarithm of B4, and
using bounds of previous lemmas, we get:
ht(p) ∈ O(w2δ log (wδ) + wδ2dY [wht(Mγ) + ht(F ) + log (wdXdY )]).
Inequality δ ≤ dX(2dY − 1) and trivial estimates yield the result. To conclude, we note
as usual that there is always a prime between BG and 2BG. 2
6.2.2. Probabilistic strategies
As for the local case, bound BG of Proposition 64 leads to two probabilistic algorithms
to find a prime p satisfying (GC5), that we call GMCGoodPrime and GLVGoodPrime. The
construction of these algorithms and related proofs are straigthforward; therefore, we
shall only provide results. We just remark that there are now four factors to avoid instead
of three. Hence, in GMCGoodPrime, the function Draw-p must be called with ǫ/4 instead
of ǫ/3, while in GLVGoodPrime, Draw-p must be called with 1/8 instead of 1/6.
Proposition 65. GMCGoodPrime(F,Mγ , ǫ) returns a prime p satisfying:
ht(p) ∈ O(log (wdXdY ) + log ht(F ) + log ht(Mγ) + log ǫ−1).
Proposition 66. GLVGoodPrime(F , Mγ) returns a prime p satisfying:
ht(p) ∈ O(log (wdXdY ) + log ht(F ) + log ht(Mγ)).
and the average number of iterations is less than 2.
6.3. Practical considerations
It is not our purpose to give a detailed complexity analysis herein, since it would require
a more precise description of algorithm RNPuiseux; the reader is refered to Poteaux and
Rybowicz (2009), and to Poteaux (2008) for F monic. We shall however briefly comment
on the above bounds for p.
Deterministic bounds of Proposition 56 and 64 are mainly of theoretical interest.
Indeed, they show that a good prime p of polynomial size can be deterministically chosen,
while Walsh (1999) claims (without proof) that coefficients computed by RNPuiseux
may have exponential size in characteristic 0. But from a practical point of view, these
bounds are far too large. To illustrate this problem, we consider as in the introduction
the polynomial F (X,Y ) = (Y 3 −X) ((Y − 1)2 −X) (Y − 2 −X2) +X2 Y 5. For global
good reduction, the number of digits given by Proposition 64 is 120084. For local good
reduction above roots of the degree 23 irreducible factor of RF , Proposition 56 (applied to
the appropriate translation of F ) yields a prime with 5304 digits. Although our estimates
are probably not optimal, it is unlikely that they can be improved sufficiently so as to
give acceptable figures.
On the other hand, probabilistic strategies give satisfactory results. For this example
(ǫ = 10−8), GMCGoodPrime returns a prime with less than 17 digits, while GLVGoodPrime
yields primes with at most 5 digits, the smallest prime with global good reduction being
p = 11.
In many situations, computing the resultant RF will be necessary anyway; for these
cases, the Las Vegas approach is of course recommended. Finally, no matter which method
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is chosen, it is usually worth trying a few good prime in order to reduce the coefficient
field degree.
We illustrate the benefits of modular computation with a last example: Let a and h
be positive integers and consider the following parametrization, introduced in a different
context (Henry and Merle, 1987):
X(T ) = T 2
h
, Y (T ) =
h∑
k=1
a T 3·2
h(1−1/2k) (19)
We define d = 2h and Fd(X,Y ) = ResultantT (X−X(T ), Y −Y (T )), so that dY (Fd) = d
and dX(Fd) = 3(d − 1). There is a unique place above 0 for Fd and therefore, a system
of rational Puiseux expansions contains a unique parametrization.
Choosing (u, v) = (2, 1) in subroutine Be´zout at each recursive call, and using results of
Section 4.4, it can be shown that coefficients returned by RNPuiseux have size larger than
d3
2 log10 a. Since probabilistic strategies give primes with size logarithmic with respect
to d, they allow to decrease significantly the coefficient size. For instance, RNPuiseux
returns for F16:
X(T ) = a3072T 16
Y (T ) = a4609T 24 + a6913T 36 + a8065T 42 + a8641T 45
Setting a = 2, coefficients of the rational Puiseux expansion above 0 have up to 2602
digits, while Proposition 56 gives deterministic primes with 374 digits, LVGoodPrime
(resp. MCGoodPrime with ǫ = 10−8) gives primes with less than 5 digits (resp. 14 digits).
The Maple 13 implementation of the rational Newton-Puiseux algorithm gives even
worse results (algcurves[puiseux] command):
X(T ) = a24672T 16
Y (T ) = a37009T 24 + a55513T 36 + a64765T 42 + a69391T 45
Setting a = 2 again, the coefficients have up to 20888 digits.
This example also illustrates a drawback of RNPuiseux: As remarked by Duval (1989),
the choice of u and v has a significant influence on the coefficient size. Moreover, optimal
output is not always reachable by this algorithm, no matter how u and v are chosen, even
for simple cases. Transformations different than that of RNPuiseux may be necessary. In
this example, reduction of powers of a in the course of the computation by substitutions
of the form T = U/as result in smaller coefficients, but it is not clear how efficient this
workaround may be in general.
7. Summary and conclusion
We have presented the symbolic part of our symbolic-numeric strategy for efficiently
computing floating point Puiseux series over critical points of F ∈ K[X,Y ], with K
algebraic number field. The symbolic information required to guide floating point com-
putations is encoded in a so called “polygon tree” T (F ), or its rational counterpart
RT (L,F ). Our investigation of modular reduction of Puiseux series yields a criterion to
ensure that F and F , its reduction modulo p, have the same polygon tree. The symbolic
part may therefore be summarized as follow:
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(1) find a prime ideal p, by means of deterministic or probabilistic methods, such that
F has (local or global) good p-reduction,
(2) determine a finite field Fpt isomorphic to o/p and compute F , image of F under
this isomorphism,
(3) compute RT (Fpt , F ) using RNPuiseux, the rational Newton Puiseux algorithm due
to Duval, using generic Newton polygons instead of classical ones,
(4) deduce T (F ) using Proposition 30, at the cost of a tree traversal,
(5) by Theorem 48, T (F ) = T (F ).
The generic Newton polygons that we introduced are crucial to prove invariance of
polygon trees under good reduction; they also provide regularity indices of Puiseux series.
Information such as the genus of the curve defined by F or the topological type of its
singularities can also be extracted from polygon trees; we therefore obtain a modular
method to compute them.
Finally, we have shown that good primes of polynomial size (with respect to the size
of F ) can be deterministically obtained, while Monte Carlo and Las Vegas approaches
yield good primes with logarithmic size that may effectively be used to avoid expression
swell.
Complexity estimates for the symbolic part of our method are proven in (Poteaux
and Rybowicz, 2009). The description of the numeric part is left to forthcoming papers;
preliminary results can be found in (Poteaux and Rybowicz, 2008; Poteaux, 2008, 2007).
Finally, we remark that, although Walsh (1999) proved that rational Puiseux expan-
sions over K with polynomial size coefficient exist, an algorithm to compute rational
Puiseux expansions with provably small coefficient size is still unknown; see end of Sec-
tion 6.3.
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